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FINE IMPOSED IN AHTS BOURBON DOLPHIN CAPSIZING CASE
[Sources: Marine Log, Jan. 7, 2009; NMA Files #M-731; M-195, Professional Mariner, Aug.2008]
The Anchor Handling Tug-Supply vessel BOURBON DOLPHIN was only six months
old when she capsized with 8 fatalities.
While it is difficult to imagine forces powerful enough to capsize a sturdy vessel of this
type, it is not the first time something like this has happened. A roughly comparable
accident occurred in the Gulf of Mexico on Sept. 7, 1998 when the 195-foot AHTS
ENSCO KODIAK II, while holding an oval pattern due to weather created by a
developing tropical storm sank when approximately 2200 feet of unsecured rig anchor
chain shifted from starboard to port on the cargo deck. Fortunately, all 17 persons on
board abandoned ship safely with minor injuries. The vessel sank from progressive
flooding with a loss estimated at $21,000,000
Norwegian authorities imposed a fine equivalent to $725,000 on Bourbon Offshore
Norway in relation to the April 12, 2007 loss of the Anchor Handling Tug Supply (AHTS)
vessel BOURBON DOLPHIN off the Shetland Islands.
Eight people died in the incident, including its new captain, Oddner Arve Remøy, and his
14 year old son. Though an official inquiry was unable to pinpoint any single technical human
or technical error as the cause of the accident, Norway's prosecutor believed the new captain
was given insufficient time to familiarize himself with the ship or its systems. He had only a
half hour to acquaint himself with the boat, its crew and its demanding mission.
To learn the details of this sinking go to google and search for “Bourbon Dolphin.”
You will find the government report as well as video. We recommend Dom Yanchunas’
coverage of the accident in the August 2008 edition of Professional Mariner and Bob
Couttie’s “Marine Accident Casebook” coverage on Google.
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WITHOLDING SEA SERVICE LETTERS
REMAINS A PROBLEM
By Capt. Richard A. Block
[Source: Our file #GCM-78.]
One of the principal purposes of our Association is to
point out and try to eliminate the obstacles that our “limited
tonnage” mariners encounter when they choose to make a
career in the marine industry. These problems steer many
candidates away from taking a job in the marine industry and
exacerbate the overall personnel shortage.
A recurring problem I first encountered as a teacher in the
early 1970s in southeast Louisiana was the way that a number
of employers arbitrarily and capriciously withheld “sea
service” letters from their employees and especially from
former employees.
We brought this problem to the Coast Guard’s attention on
numerous occasions first with their individual licensing
offices in the 1970s and 1980s and later with Regional Exam
Centers, and finally to the attention of Headquarters. All of
our complaints were brushed aside and quickly forgotten. It is
a problem left to our mariners to solve or simply to suffer with
– generally the latter!
In our early years, our Association attempted to deal with
the Coast Guard on this matter because it is the agency that
issues mariner licenses and merchant mariner documents.
However, many mariners found themselves in a bind when
former employers would not provide a “sea service letter.”
We discussed these problems in detail in Newsletter #27 in
January 2005. At that time, we learned that the Coast Guard
was considering a possible Legislative Change Proposal
(LCP) to Congress.
In a letter dated Dec. 1, 2004, Captain David L. Scott (GMSO) answered our request as follows:
“Specifically, you allege that there have been a "great
many instances" where mariners have served on vessels and
the vessel owners later refused to furnish the mariners with
letters of sea service needed for licensing purposes. Such
mariners who are not covered by the existing applicability of
46 CFR Part 14, by virtue of the 46 U.S. Code §10301 and
§10501 route and tonnage limitations, cannot turn to the law
for help when this happens.(1) [(1) The National Maritime
Center had verified this in earlier correspondence.]
“Collectively, 46 U.S. Code §10301 and §10501 can be
read to require shipping articles and certificates of discharge
for all mariners sailing on foreign and intercoastal (i.e. from
Atlantic to Pacific, or vice versa) voyages on vessels of at
least 75 gross tons, and on coastwise voyages between a port
in one state and a port in another non-adjoining state on
vessels of at least 50 gross tons. Mariners serving on vessels
under 50 or 75 gross tons and/or on routes that do not at least
extend across non-adjoining states are not required to be given
shipping articles and/or certificates of discharge.
“Upon consideration of your request, the Coast Guard has
decided to pursue a LCP to mandate that all commercial
vessels maintain accurate records of sea service, and to require
that all commercial vessels make these sea service records
available to the mariner and Coast Guard upon request.
“This new statutory provision, which would be(1) codified
in Title 46 of U.S. Code, would apply to all vessels operating
in commercial service regardless of route, tonnage or any
other restriction. It would be in addition to the existing

shipping articles and certificate of discharge provisions in 46
U.S. Code §10301 and §10501 (which remain unchanged).
Failure to comply with this new provision would be
enforceable by a civil penalty. [(1)“Would be” means there is
a chance that this might occur in the future.]
“This new provision, which is part of a larger suite of
proposed statutory changes to 46 U.S. Code, has been
forwarded to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) for
review. If this provision is reviewed favorably by DHS, it
will then be presented to Congress for enactment into law.
There is no guarantee that DHS, or subsequently Congress,
will agree with our proposal. As such, the language of the
provision may be modified, or the provision may be dropped
altogether, as the final legislative process is completed.
“Our goal is to have this provision enacted into law in
2005; however, the ultimate success of enacting this provision
into law may be vitiated by external factors beyond the control
of the Coast Guard.”
No News is No News
That is the last we heard of the Coast Guard’s efforts to
resolve the issue that has been a constant thorn in our side for
almost 40 years – but it was not the last time we would bring
up the subject. The issue arose again in another article in
Newsletter #48 where it was tied to the general failure of the
Coast Guard to provide licensing service that was responsive
to the needs of our mariners. We tied this into the litany of
failures by the National Maritime Center culminating in our
Report #R-428-D, Report to the 110th. Congress: Substandard
Coast Guard Merchant Mariner Personnel Services.
The House Transportation & Infrastructure Committee
Acted on our Complaint…
In the Spring of 2008, the U.S. House of Representatives
initiated legislation which would solve the problem. The
proposed legislation appeared in this form:
SEC. 308. MARINER RECORDS.
Section 7502 of title 46, United States Code, is amended-(1) by inserting `(a)' before `The';
(2) by striking `computerized records' and inserting `records,
including electronic records,'; and
(3) by adding at the end the following:
`(b) The Secretary may prescribe regulations requiring a
vessel owner or managing operator of a commercial vessel, or
the employer of a seaman on that vessel, to maintain records
of each individual engaged on the vessel on matters of
engagement, discharge, and service for not less than 5 years
after the date of the completion of the service of that
individual on the vessel. The regulations may require that a
vessel owner, managing operator, or employer shall make
these records available to the individual and the Coast Guard
on request.
`(c) A person violating this section, or a regulation prescribed
under this section, is liable to the United States Government
for a civil penalty of not more than $5,000.'.
…But the Senate Failed to Act
Unfortunately, the Senate failed to take up the bill and it
died in the closing days of the 110th Congress. Although the
entire bill, H.R. 2830, passed the House with a resounding
vote of 395-7, it will have to be brought before the 111th
Congress.
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In the meantime, we received a pressing complaint from a
mariner in the field who reportedly served as a deckhand for
up to three years and was unable to pry a sea service letter
from his former employer. We sent a letter to this company
on behalf of this mariner but never received the courtesy of a
reply – which is par for the course!. After 30 days passed, we
sought the assistance of Congressman Gene Taylor on the
House Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation
Subcommittee – which we hope will keep the issue alive into
the new Congress. At the same time, we added the offending
company, Jantran, Inc. to our “Brown List” of maritime
COAST GUARD TO INCREASE CIVILIAN HIRING
[Source: By David Murray, Waterways Journal, Dec. 1,
2008, p.6. Our file #GCM-240. Emphasis is ours.]
If you work in the maritime sector, whether inland,
offshore or blue-water, you already had reason to be grateful
for the employment climate in the industry, compared with
many sectors that are rapidly shedding workers in the
economic downturn.
Now hiring options have improved further for some
maritime workers.
The Coast Guard has announced a "nationwide civilian
hiring drive" to support new programs in marine safety and
inspection.
The announcement was made Nov. 18, 2008 in a memo
called ALCOAST 568/08, issued by Rear Admiral James A.
Watson, U. S. Coast Guard Director of Prevention Policy.
The memo detailed the Coast Guard's personnel policy for
the coming year.
The hiring drive will target "a broad spectrum of
commercial maritime enterprises" in an effort "to help the
Coast Guard to better understand the industry we regulate."
Inspector training will be revised, the memo said,
including rotation terms and apprentice policies for both
civilian and military personnel.
"Merchant marine industry training paradigms" will "add
flexibility without decreasing unit strength during training."
This past summer, the Coast Guard initiated a Ship Rider
program in which six Ensigns were sent on merchant ships
for terms of three to seven weeks. "Initial feedback from
participating Ensigns and vessel operators is very positive,"
and the program will be expanded.
[NMA Comment: We would like to determine whether
Coast Guard officers were sent to ride vessels of less than
1,600 GRT that our mariners serve on.]
The memo said information sharing between the Coast Guard
and industry should be "accelerated for mutual benefits." [For
more info, visit www. uscg. mil/announcements/alcoast/ALCOAST56808.txt. ]
Coast Guard Marine Inspector
Qualifications
[Source: Captain Larry Gwin contacted Ms. Colette Pinkney,
by phone on Dec. 17, 2008 at (202)-475-5302. She sent him
the following e-mail that we scanned. NMA posed additional
questions under the Freedom of Information Act and is
awaiting a reply.]

employers. If this company is unwilling to recognize the
services of their former employees, we can only hope that
other mariners will avoid employment with that firm and
encounter similar problems.
[NMA Comment: Withholding a sea service letter from a
former employee is equivalent to stealing money out of his
pocket when it delays or deprives him/her of the
opportunity to advance in the marine industry. It is a
reprehensible act. Please report all instances to our
Association.]

Good morning Mr. Gwin,
Per our conversation, following are the qualifications for
Coast Guard's Marine Inspector positions:
Marine Inspector, GS-1801-9/11/12
Qualifications Required:
GS-9 Level: Applicants must have one year of specialized
experience equivalent to at least the GS-7 level in the federal
service level
or
Master’s or equivalent graduate degree.
or
Two years of progressively higher level graduate education
leading to such a degree OR LL.B. OR J.D. if related.
GS-11 Level: Applicants must have one year of specialized
experience equivalent to at least the GS-9 level in the federal
service.
or
Ph.D. or equivalent doctoral degree.
or
Three years of progressively higher level graduate education
leading to such a degree or LL.M., if related.
GS-12 level: Applicant must have one year of specialized
experience equivalent to at least the GS-11 level in the federal
service.
Specialized experience is experience independently
conducting, and/or serving as a qualified team member or
leader on, marine inspections or vessel surveys on the most
complex vessels (e.g., foreign passenger vessels, high speed
ferries, oceanographic research, foreign and domestic oil or
chemical tankers, RO-RO vessels, tank ship, freight ship,
towing and fishing); determining compliance with laws,
regulations, and applicable standards, verifying the existence
of proper vessel documentation and the certification and safe
and proper operating order of systems (navigation,
communication, alarm, lifesaving, firefighting, and pollution
prevention systems) and machinery, and the soundness and
acceptable parameters of vessel structures and :hulls;
identifying hazardous conditions and violations and
prescribing corrective measures; overseeing new construction
of small passenger vessels, implementing Alternate
Compliance Program and Self Streamlined Inspection
Program requirements, and evaluating International Safety
Management Systems; providing technical expertise and
training to junior inspectors; providing input to program
planning; and writing analytical reports.
For all grade levels applicants must have training in
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marine transportation, nautical sciences or marine engineering
and received certificate or diploma. (SCREENOUT)
This position does not have a positive education
requirement.
If you are including education on your resume, report only
attendance and/or degrees from schools accredited by
accrediting institutions recognized by the U.S. Department of
Education.
All qualification requirements must be met by the closing
date of the announcement.
How you will be evaluated:
The U.S. Coast Guard system simplifies the Federal
application process by replacing the former KSA/JOB
ELEMENT statements with on-line self-assessment questions.
Your resume and responses to the self-assessment questions
are an integral part of the process for determining your
qualifications for the position. Therefore, it is important to
support your responses to the self-assessment questions by
providing examples of past and present experience when
requested.
When registering with USAJOBS, you may also elect to
receive notices for job openings that meet your areas of
interest.
Please give me a call if you have any questions.
Respectfully, Colette Pinknev, Civilian. Recruiter
A Note of Skepticism
(By Richard A. Block, Secretary, NMA)
On Dec. 15, 2008, NMA sent the following thoughts to the
Coast Guard (CG-611) contained in a Freedom of Information
Act request:
“In my 53 years as a licensed mariner, and especially in
the 38 years I have dealt with Coast Guard programs, I noted
very few occasions where trained and talented lower-level
mariners were ever apprised of career opportunities within the
Coast Guard. In the past, our mariners did not see job
openings announced in the trade journals they read like the
Waterways Journal, WorkBoat, Marine Log, and maritime
union publications. Instead, announcements appeared in
publications like the Journal of Commerce that our mariners
have no reason to access or are announced through closed
Coast Guard channels to retiring or departing Coastguardsmen
who may have little or no practical experience comparable to
that of some of our mariners.
“Many of our mariners would like to be afforded a fair
opportunity to apply for these jobs and determine whether
they are qualified or if they would like to work for the
government. While I appreciated the telephone call, I seek the
following information on behalf of our mariners:
● Announcements of all job openings for vessel inspectors
and investigators.
● A recital of the personal and professional qualifications
necessary for these positions. We want to review these
qualifications to be sure they do not discriminate against our
mariners who can offer considerable practical experience in
the workboat industry the Coast Guard is being called upon

to regulate.
● The salary offered and the location of these jobs.
● The type and length of formal training the Coast Guard will
provide.
● Explicit instructions on how to apply for the position and
dates where applications will be accepted.
“We would prefer to receive this information over the
internet and plan to publicize it on our website. I also request
a copy of the latest, updated CGHQ Directory as well as the
directory covering individual Districts, Sectors and other
commands.
“These positions are referenced in the Marine Safety and
Performance Plan (2009-2014) pgs. 10 & 11in these sections:”
Objective 4.1 – Strengthen Development & Career
Opportunities. Coast Guard personnel are confronted with a
wide range of career opportunities given the multi-mission
nature of the service. Attracting and retaining enlisted and
officer personnel in the Marine Safety program are key
components in building the competencies and capacities
necessary to achieve Marine Safety mission goals.
● Develop the Marine Safety program as a desirable career
path to promote long-term availability of experienced
military and civilian personnel.
● Develop career paths for the Marine Safety program that
ensure career-long professional growth and promotion.
Objective 4.2 – Expand Knowledge of Industry Practices
and Provide Advanced Training in Marine Inspections
and Investigations. There is an identified need to increase
the competency of inspectors and investigators as well as
their up-to-date knowledge of current industry practices
beyond that taught through normal training opportunities.
To ensure our inspectors and investigators possess the
technical expertise wherever and whenever necessary to
perform quality inspections and investigations, we will:
● Increase advanced educational opportunities for marine
inspectors and investigators in the maritime - related topics.
● Provide real-world training in certain high-profile vessel
types and investigations, emphasizing both the theoretical
and practical application of inspection and investigation
techniques.
Objective 4.3 – Improve Marine Inspector and
Investigator Capacity and Performance to Match Industry
Growth. Independent analysis has shown that the Coast
Guard has not kept pace with demands to meet current and
projected industry needs for inspector and investigator
services.
● Champion a human resources system to meet the current and
projected demands of the marine safety program – the right
skills in the right locations at the right time.
I believe that many of our mariners have the necessary
knowledge of the marine industry based on a life of practical
experience in the industry.

Perseverance is a great element of success. If you only knock long enough and loud enough at the
gate, you are sure to wake up somebody. — Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
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EMPLOYMENT IN THE MARINE INDUSTRY
Daily news broadcasts speak of increasing rates of
unemployment and a much tougher job market. Much of the
distress faced by factory workers in the automobile industry
and the manufacturing sector of the economy may bring new
competition for jobs in the marine industry. We have seen a
number of “retired” mariners try to renew their licenses.
We have heard a great deal about personnel shortages in
the marine industry that turn out to be not only regional, but
national and international. Our Association spent a great deal
of time and effort documenting many of the problems our
“lower-level”/”limited tonnage” mariners face to remain in or
upgrade in this industry. We use that documentation to urge
the new 111th Congress to assist our mariners and help to
“level the playing field” for our mariners. Congress writes the
laws and leaves it up to the Coast Guard to enforce them.
There are an increasing number of signs that the Coast Guard
has not done a very good job on its “Marine Safety” mission.
When a mariner is out of a job, the paychecks stop. One
thing about most mariners is that they are versatile – in other
words, a “jack of all trades.” We recently heard from Captain
Bill West and, with his direction, asked for some guidance
from the U.S. Department of Labor’s Workforce Investment
Act Branch. They provided us with an Electronic Tools
Guide that we hope will help you find your way through the
“job market” if you have problems in your local job market.
We have included this guide as part of this article.
The U.S. Department of Labor works through state
employment centers to guide you to finding a new job and by
filling job vacancies with suitable candidates. You can use
the computer and the Electronic Tools Guide at home on your
computer, in a library and/or through your local jobs center.
Two of the “Trade Associations” that marine employers
belong to are the Offshore Marine Service Association (OMSA)
and the American Waterways Operators (AWO) that have
websites that may be helpful in finding maritime jobs – try them.
“Headhunting”
Of course, there are the “headhunters” who will find you a
job on the water for a price. We do not believe that a well-

qualified mariner should have to pay, for example, two week’s
salary for a job that may last only a month. We have asked for
help from Congress on this issue(1) because existing laws seem to
be on our side. [(1) As “Issue #23” in our Report #R-350, Rev. 4]
[Request for Congressional Action: We ask that Congress
review the applicable statutes, namely 46 U.S. Code
§10505(a)(1)(C), 46 U.S. Code §10505(a)(2), 46 U.S. Code
§10314(a)(1)(C), and 46 U.S. Code §10314(a)(2), as well as
Article 4(a) of the Recruitment and Placement of Seamen
Convention, 1920 (ILO no. 9). and the International Labor
Organization Convention No. 9 (1920) and, if necessary,
require more adequate enforcement of the statutes and
conventions.]
Discussion: We believe that all expenses incurred for
recruiting and hiring individuals to serve as “lower-level”
mariners (i.e., to work on vessels of less than 1,600 GRT),
whether for licensed or unlicensed positions must be borne by
the employer and not the mariner.
Mariners should not be required to enter into agreements
where a significant portion of their pay check – as much as the
first two weeks pay – must be returned to an employment
agency for the “privilege” of employment. We received
reports that this practice exists and are prepared to refer any
cases to our attorneys. We do not offer legal advice that
remains in the province of our attorneys.
The fact that most mariners may not complain about the
problem to the Coast Guard does not mean that the problem
does not exist. Many of them complain to us – and we listen
to their complaints. Employment in the maritime industry is
often little more than a dangerous adventure that often does
not end well. In this day and age, and with our experience in
dealing with mariner issues, employment in this industry is
certainly NOT a “privilege” worth paying for.
We believe that these practices are in violation of statutes
and international convention. In our past correspondence with
Coast Guard officials, they deny that such conditions exist.
Additional documents available on our website:
— Our Report #R-415-A.
Objectionable Employment
Practices: Headhunting.

Electronic Tools Guide
The Department of Labor’s electronic tools assist millions of Americans every month with their employmentrelated needs. These Web-based tools provide solutions for:

· Businesses
· Educators
· Workforce Boards

• Career Counselors
• Job Seekers
• Students

• Economic Developers
• Parents
• Workforce Professionals

Descriptions:
America’s Career InfoNet (www.careerinfonet.org) is an electronic storehouse of national, state, and local labor market
data, and interactive career tools including a Career Resource Library that helps people make informed career
decisions. Career InfoNet also proves a linkage to state workforce and labor market information Web sites that contain
local information resources and tools.
America’s Service Locator (www.servicelocator.org) connects people to local offices providing employment and training
services. It provides maps and driving directions to the nearest One-Stop Career Center. ASL has information on
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more than 20,000 local resources and offices.
Competency Model Clearinghouse (www.careeronestop.org/CompetencyModel) provides access to competency
models for careers in high-growth industries, giving educators, the workforce system, and businesses a common
industry-driven framework for developing curriculum and increasing awareness of industry skill requirements. The
site also houses a database of existing skill certifications and other resources.
Career Voyages (www.careervoyages.gov) provides career and labor market information for high-growth and demanddriven jobs. The site includes videos and links to actual job descriptions and jobs in local communities.
InDemand Magazine (www.careervoyages.gov/indemandmagazine-main.cfm) connects today’s students with the
careers of tomorrow. Each issue explores careers in a different high-growth industry, providing students, guidance
counselors, parents, and teachers with interesting and relevant information about career opportunities.
O*NET OnLine (www.onetcenter.org/) enhances businesses’ hiring and retention efforts and supports workers and
students in career planning by accessing key data for identifying and developing workplace skills.
Toll-Free Help Line (1-877-US2-JOBS, TTY: 1-877-889-5627) provides a full range of basic information about workforce
program services for both workers and employers, as well as locations to One-Stop Career Centers and other offices.
Information is available in over 140 languages.
Workforce3 One (www.workforce3one.org) is the place for employers, educators, economic development professionals,
workforce investment system leaders, and practitioners to learn, collaborate, and transform to a demand-driven
workforce system.
The Occupational Outlook Handbook 2006-07 (www.bls.gov/oco/home.htm) is a nationally recognized source of
career information, designed to provide valuable assistance to individuals making decisions about their future work
lives.
Department of Labor (www.dol.gov) and the Employment and Training Administration (www.doleta.gov)
provide comprehensive resources on work-related topics and labor market data to support business, job seekers, and
the workforce system.

Finding the Right Tool – This Chart Identifies which Web sites key user groups find the most
helpful:
CareerOneStop Web sites
Group

Activity
Addressing
Labor Shortages
Diversifying Your
Workforce

America’s
Career
America’s Competency Model Career
Voyages
InfoNet Service Locator Clearinghouse

¢

ETA

Occupational

InDemand O*NET
WorkOutlook
Magazines OnLine Force3 One Handbook

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢
¢

Toll Free
Help Line

¢

Downsizing & Closing
Federal Programs
and Government
Incentives
Finding
In form ation for
Writing Job
Hiring Veterans,
Military Spouses,
Guest W orkers
Labor Information,
Data and
Statistics
Laws and Regulations

D O L /

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢
¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢
¢

¢

¢
¢

¢

¢
¢

Post a Job
Find a OneStop Career
Center
Best Practices,

¢

Program Evaluation,
and Professional
Development
Labor Information,
Data and
Statistics

¢
¢

¢

¢

¢
¢

¢
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¢

¢

¢
¢

¢

Find a Job,
Job Search
Find a Local OneStop Career Center
Find Educational
Opportunities
Military Career
Information
Federal Programs
and Government
Incentives
Industry and
Occupationa
l Information
Assessm ent T ools
and Resources (e.g.,
Skills)

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

Work-Related and
Training Resources

¢

¢

Find a Local OneStop Career Center

¢

¢

¢
¢

¢

¢
¢

¢
¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

CONGRESSIONAL LEADER REBUKES USCG
FOR FAILURE TO ENFORCE SAFETY LAW
[NMA Comment: Congressman James L. Oberstar is the
Chairman of the House Transportation and Infrastructure
Committee. This letter comes from a press release.]
Emphasis is ours.
December 5, 2008
Admiral Thad Allen
Commandant, United States Coast Guard
U.S. Coast. Guard Headquarters
2100 2nd Street, SW
Washington DC, 20593
Dear Admiral Allen:
I am shocked to learn that the Coast Guard is not enforcing
an important safety law that was enacted in 2006.
I authored that provision, Section 301 of the Coast Guard
and Maritime Transportation Act of 2006 (P.L 109-241), to
amend the definition of "ferry" in order to include vessels on a
regular schedule that transport passengers or vehicles on
voyages of less than 300 miles, regardless of whether the
passengers paid for their carriage.
I was prompted to address this issue to specifically address
an issue raised subsequent to the tragic accident involving the
Staten Island ferry ANDREW J. BARBERI that killed 11
passengers and injured 71. I learned while reviewing that
tragedy that because the Staten Island ferries do not charge a
fare they are not required to be inspected. Under the law then
in effect the inspection requirement covered only vessels
charging passengers a fare. And, while the ANDREW J.
BARBERI was inspected by the Coast Guard, other similar
vessels were not and apparently still are not inspected.
On September 19, 2008 the master of the M/V CAPE
POINT (a passenger ferry operated by the North Caroline

¢
¢

¢

¢

¢

¢
¢
¢

¢

¢

¢
¢

Department of Transportation) suffered an apparent heart
attack and (died at the helm). Fortunately one of the
passengers, a Mr. Jason Bosley, a trained Mississippi pilot,
was able to take the helm. Later, another North Carolina ferry
transferred a pilot familiar with the area to the
CAPE
POINT. The 60 passengers and 26 vehicles were safely
transported to their destination,
Press reports several weeks after the incident indicated
that, in addition to the master, two able-bodied seaman were
required to be onboard the vessel, and that the Coast Guard
"recommends" that one be capable of taking over the
operation of the vessel and be designated as "mate."
Upon learning of this casualty and in order to determine
the required manning level on the vessel, I directed my staff to
request from the Coast Guard a copy of the Certificate of
Inspection (COI), and was advised:
“The M/V CAPE POINT does not have a current Certificate
of Inspection (COl). The vessel was formerly inspected by the
Coast Guard and voluntarily carried a COI. The North Carolina
Department of Transportation surrendered the vessel's COI on
March 17, 1997. The M/V CAPE POINT is not subject to
inspection under Title 46 U.S. Code Section 3301 because it does
not carry "passengers for hire" (e.g., passengers for whom
consideration is contributed as a condition of carriage).”
My staff questioned your staff regarding this apparent
discrepancy with current law, and found a distressing lack of
attention to statutory changes that were enacted over two
years ago.
First, upon reconsideration your staff stated that:
“M/V CAPE POINT is a vessel of over 100 gross tons that
provides transportation for passengers and vehicles between
places that are not more than 300 miles apart, meeting the
definition of "ferry" in Sec 301 of P.L. 109-241. As M/V
CAPE POINT is a ferry carrying a passenger, it is a
"passenger vessel" under Sec. 301 and is required to be
inspected by the U. S. Coast Guard pursuant to Title 46 U.S.
Code Chapter 33.”
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In response to a question about how many other passenger
ferries are currently operating (not carrying `passengers for
hire') without a COT, we learned that:
“The Coast Guard estimates the population of vessels affected
by Sec. 301 Public Law 109-241 to be approximately 67.
Twenty-nine of those vessels currently hold valid Certificates
of Inspection issued pursuant to various agreements.
Remaining vessels still must come into compliance with
vessel inspection regulations.”
Finally, responding to a follow-up question about the
process used to advise Coast Guard field units about changes
to the statute that impact the inspection status of vessels
operating in their Sector, we were advised that:
“Many field units received informal notification of the law
change in 2006. More recently, all field units (Sectors/Marine
Safety Units) were advised of the definitional change.
Comprehensive guidance is currently being developed for
subsequent distribution to field units.”
It is totally unacceptable that more than two years after the
adoption of an amendment to the Marine Safety Statutes (46
U.S.C. §2101) designed to ensure that all vessels carrying
passengers as a public carrier are inspected by the Coast
Guard at least 38 ferries that catty thousands of passengers are
LIFE LOST IN DOWNSTREAM LANDING
[Source: Misle Activity #1702046; Misle Case #113791; Our
files #M-400 and #A1185.]
Summary
The uninspected towing vessel THOROUGHBRED was
proceeding downstream on the San Jacinto River towards its
confluence with the Houston Ship Channel when the vessel
capsized and sank as it attempted to make a downstream landing
on the port bow of the tank barge HINES 435B. The incident
occurred at approx 1040 CST on Nov. 6, 2002. The Coast Guard
report first became available to us in December 2008.
There were 4 people on board at time of incident. The
towboat was owned and operated by Kirby Inland Marine, LP.
Estimated damage to the vessel, based on surveys, was
$342,325.00. The vessel was subsequently salvaged, sold,
rebuilt, renamed, and placed back in service.
There was no evidence that drugs, alcohol, fatigue, or
equipment failure played any role in the casualty. One
crewmember, Steven D. Counts, 30, drowned when the towboat
sank although the other crewmembers were rescued by UTV
MUSTANG. Mr. Counts' body was recovered 12 days later.
Weather and River Conditions
The river flow was over 30,000 cubic feet per minute as a
result of heavy rains prior to the incident. Based on the past
17 years of USGS data, this was more than 300 times the
median daily stream flow. This excessive rate resulted in a 3
to 4 knot current at the location of the incident. The weather
at the time of the incident was clear with good visibility, and
no wind of any significance reported.
There was a safety zone in place 500 feet above and below
the I-10 bridge over the San Jacinto River at the time of incident
because of the excessive discharge flow rate of the water. The
safety zone was initiated in accordance with the Captain of the
Port (COTP) Houston-Galveston High Water Crisis Action Plan
and required all vessels with loaded barges to utilize at least one
assist boat when transiting through the safety zone.
The THOROUGHBRED is a 1000 HP twin screw
towboat. Each shaft has its own propeller and rudder but

operating without being subjected to Coast Guard safety
inspections and Coast Guard manning requirements.
Apparently Coast Guard Headquarters failed to provide
guidance promptly to its Marine Safety units on a significant
change in the law that affects the safety of at approximately 70
vessels all of which by now should have Certificates of
Inspection. This lack of attention to public safety is another
indication of a lack of continuity and expertise in the Coast
Guard's Marine Safety program. This situation again illustrates
a disturbing lack of attention to public safety by all levels of the
Coast Guard's Marine Safety Program – demonstrating yet
again the need for legislation that will provide this vital public
safety program with a solid statutory foundation.
I insist that you give the highest priority to correcting this
deficiency by ordering the inspection of all vessels covered by
Section 301, and ensuring that these vessels are being manned
and operated by Coast Guard licensed and documented
personnel as required existing law. I would also like a copy of
the "comprehensive guidance [that] is currently being
developed for subsequent distribution to field units" as soon as
this document is available.
Sincerely,
James L. Oberstar, M.C., Chairman
without “flanking rudders” located forward of each propeller
for use when the engine is operating astern, which limits her
maneuverability when backing. Her draft was approx 7-feet at
the time of incident. She only had about 1-foot forward
freeboard from her deck to the waterline at the time of
incident and carried approximately 4,000 gallons of fuel.
The Accident
M/V THOROUGHBRED was not pushing any barges at the
time of incident when she encountered the UTV CAPT BILL
MANTLE, which was pushing on the tank barge HINES 435B
that was crossways partially blocking the navigable channel just
downstream of the I-10 bridge. UTV MUSTANG was assisting
BILL MANTLE by pushing on starboard stern of barge to
straighten out the tow and direct it downstream. According to
the captain of the M/V BILL MANTLE, the Captain of
THOROUGHBRED offered unsolicited assistance to BILL
MANTLE who accepted the offer.
THOROUGHBRED headed underneath I-10 bridge
towards the M/V BILL MANTLE but turned to port about 30
feet from the barge, with her starboard side facing the port
side of the barge. Her stern subsequently hit forward
amidships of port side of barge, immediately followed by her
starboard bow hitting further forward pointed towards port
bow of barge. Water immediately starting rushing over the
THOROUGHBRED's port side bulwark as the entire
starboard side of the boat lay flush against the port side of the
barge about 75' from the barge's port bow – at which time she
began to roll over under the barge.
As water started rushing over the THOROUGH-BRED's port
side bulwark she rolled under the barge with her port side
submerging before her starboard side. The barge was empty with
a draft of only 2-feet while the barge’s freeboard towered
approximately 10 feet above the waterline.
The
THOROUGHBRED, in contrast, had a 7-foot draft and very little
freeboard above the waterline. Since the THOROUGHBRED
had a much deeper draft with significantly less freeboard than the
barge, it appears that the strong downstream current caused the
THOROUGHBRED to list to port and push under the barge
within minutes after she came to lay against the barge. Water
entered the hull through the open engineroom door on the port
side of the vessel.
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After she rolled under the barge, 3 of 4 crewmembers
emerged downstream on other side of barge; but Mr. Counts
did not make it. The sunken THOROUGHBRED lodged
under the barge, which was eventually pushed onto the east
bank of the San Jacinto River near an area frequented by local
recreational fisherman and crabbers.
The current at the Kirby fleeting area, which is further
downstream and located in a wider area of the river, was
approximately 3.1 MPH earlier that morning
The M/V MUSTANG promptly retrieved the 3
crewmembers from the water.
None of the rescued
crewmembers sustained any injuries requiring medical
attention as a result of incident, although one was hit in the
head by a life ring(1) leaving a small abrasion on the top of his
head. An extensive search for Mr. Counts yielded negative
results. [(1) To avoid this type of injury is one reason why our
Association recommends using a “Personal Retriever” rather
than a ring life buoy.]
The vessel was raised on Nov. 13, 2002 after extensive
salvage efforts and taken to a local shipyard for survey and repair.
The body of the deceased crewmember was found on Nov. 18th.
Strong Current, Bad Judgment and
Downstream Landing Caused the Casualty
The primary cause of casualty was the Captain's
unsolicited decision to assist with attempting to help turn the
M/V BILL MANTLE's tow under difficult and dangerous
conditions. The most dangerous condition was the strong
current, estimated to be approximately 3 knots at time of
incident that ultimately pushed THOROUGH-BRED into and
then under the barge as she attempted to assist.
Attempting to land on a barge with the bow of your towing
vessel facing downstream (i.e. with the current) is referred to
as a "downstream landing" and is defined by the American
Waterways Operators (AWO) as: "...a procedure in which a
towboat moves downstream with the current in order to
approach and land on another object, such as a fleet, dock or
another tow." The AWO produced a Quality Action Team
report and a video program available to the public in 1998.
Violating Company Policies
Downstream landings are expressly prohibited by written
Kirby company policy in strong currents and/or high river
conditions because they are so dangerous. The prescribed
method is to land on the barge and/or vessel with your bow
pointing upstream. According to the company policy, the
only time a downstream landing may be conducted in strong
currents and/or high river conditions is with the express
approval of the Operations Manager. Under those conditions,
the wheelman must ensure that certain additional safety
precautions are taken prior to attempting the downstream
landing, including conducting a pre-critical task conference
with the crew. However, the Captain made no attempt to
contact the Operations Manager to get approval for the
downstream landing he attempted, nor did he ensure that any
of the additional safety precautions required by the company
policy were in place before attempting the downstream
landing. Therefore, the Captain was in clear violation of
company policy in this case and, consequently was terminated
by Kirby as a result of this incident.
The Coast Guard also brought him up for “misconduct”
(46 CFR §5.27) and “negligence” (46 CFR §5.29) aimed at
suspending or revoking his license. The results were not
made available to us in the report released by the Coast Guard.
[NMA Comment: 46 CFR §5.27 defines “Misconduct” as
human behavior which violates some formal, duly
established rule…including a ship’s regulation or order.]

AWO’s ”Downstreaming” Report
The AWO report on “downstreaming” concludes that smaller
towboats operating in swift currents are most at risk when
downstreaming. Smaller boats are defined as 1,350 HP or less.
In this case, the THOROUGHBRED is only 1,000 HP, making it
clearly at risk given the strong current and high discharge flow
rate on the San Jacinto River at the time of the incident.
The AWO report goes on to caution that "small towboat
operators should recognize the risks involved in
downstreaming under high current conditions and weigh those
risks before attempting to downstream." If a decision is made
to downstream with a small towboat under high current
conditions, the report recommends that the wheelman must
ensure all doors and windows on deck are secured, that the
boat has adequate freeboard aft, and that all crewmembers
are notified and positioned to climb to safety in the event of a
downstreaming casualty.
In this case, the Captain took none of these recommended
precautions. The door to the engineroom was left open, the
vessel had minimal freeboard, and 2 of the 4 crewmembers
were asleep in their quarters when the Captain attempted to
downstream. Furthermore, it is doubtful that the Captain
adequately recognized the risks involved in downstreaming
given the fact that there was so little to gain by attempting the
maneuver in this case since the other towing vessels on scene
did not ask for his help, and he had plenty of time and space to
hold up until the river was clear.
The AWO report also emphasizes the importance of
flanking rudders to "hold the boat in position" as she
approaches her downstream target.
The Captain of the M/V MUSTANG, which was also owned
and operated by Kirby at the time of the incident, verified that all
tug captains should be aware of the written company policy
prohibiting downstream landings because a copy of the ISO
Manual is onboard every tugboat that Kirby owns or operates.
He pointed out that he was very familiar with the downstream
landing policy because it was just revised and re-written less than
a month earlier. Every Kirby tug Captain was given a copy of the
policy to brief their respective crews on. The Captain of
MUSTANG advised that, although the term downstream landing
is not expressly defined in the company policy that prohibits
these landings without prior Operations Manager approval. All
tug captains commonly understand the term to mean "anytime the
current is on your stern. Finally, he stated that in over 6 years he
has held his towing vessel officer’s license, he has never once
attempted a downstream landing because they are so dangerous.
The Captains' desire to assist the other towing vessels was
commendable; however, the risk he took was unacceptable
under the circumstances and was in direct violation of
company policy. There was little to gain and much to lose by
the assist the Captain unwisely offered.
NMA Recommendations
We urge our mariners to read the USCG/AWO report
titled "Reducing Downstreaming Incidents.” The report cites,
as examples, 17 other downstreaming incidents with 12
fatalities. The report is not new. It has been in the field,
along with a dramatic videotape for the past decade – and was
in the field for over four years at the time of this accident.
[NMA Comment: Those who fail to learn the lessons of
History are destined to repeat them.]
On your computer, search for “Report of the Quality
Action Team," dated Sept. 4, 1998 on the AWO website under
“AWO Partnership Initiatives.”
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COAST GUARD UNCOVERS VIOLATIONS
IN FIRST ROUND OF TOWBOAT INSPECTIONS
by Jen DeGregorio, The Times-Picayune, Nov. 21, 2008
A fledgling Coast Guard inspection program meant to
crack down on the towboat and barge industry has already
uncovered several licensing problems aboard vessels traveling
through New Orleans.
Dubbed Operation Big Tow, the program aims to better
regulate mariners in the wake of a massive summer oil spill on
the lower Mississippi River involving an improperly licensed
pilot. The yearlong initiative covers five Coast Guard districts
from New Mexico to the Eastern Seaboard and Great Lakes.
The first wave of inspections in the New Orleans district,
which occurred this week, found nine licensing violations aboard
towboats. The Coast Guard offered few details about the
infractions and would not name any of the companies involved.
The agency found three mariners with expired licenses as
well as improper license endorsements aboard five vessels.
Endorsements refer to constraints on the license, including
geographic limitations.
Coast Guard spokeswoman Anastacia Thorsson said she
could not describe the sort of endorsements on the licenses or
how many mariners had improper endorsements.
The Coast Guard also found one licensing violation that
has sparked an investigation. The agency is working with the
company involved, according to Thorsson, who would not
describe the nature of the offense.
"I can't speculate on whether it's more serious or less
serious than any of the others," Thorsson said.
Operation Big Tow has relied largely on communication
with towboat crews and vessel traffic controllers, who call
with questions about mariners' licenses.
Coast Guard
inspectors were also on the ground this week at two locks that
allow towboats to enter the Mississippi from Algiers and the
Industrial Canal.
The Coast Guard placed calls to 411 towboats and
physically inspected 58 vessels, according to Thorsson, who
could not say which method uncovered the violations.
Inspectors stopped vessels with problems, in some cases
forcing companies to replace crews with properly licensed
mariners before allowing vessels back on open water,
Thorsson said. Violators could also face sanctions ranging
from fines to license suspension or revocation, although the

matters are still being investigated, she said.
Operation Big Tow will continue with periodic vessel
checks for about a year. Thorsson said the Coast Guard has
not scheduled its next round of ground-level inspections in
New Orleans.
The operation is the precursor to a formal program the
Coast Guard is developing to regularly examine towboats,
now part of a class of watercraft known as uninspected towing
vessels.
The summer oil spill has sparked calls by
Congressional leaders and other critics to speed
implementation of the new rules, which Congress ordered the
Coast Guard to create four years ago.
The July accident occurred when a towboat pushed a barge
into the path of an oncoming ship, which tore through the
barge and dumped 280,000 gallons of oil into the river near
the Crescent City Connection. The man piloting the vessel
turned out to be an apprentice mate who was not licensed to
steer a towboat without the supervision of a master.
The American Waterways Operators, a trade group that
represents the towboat and barge industry, worked with the
Coast Guard to craft Operation Big Tow and is also helping
the agency draft rules for the permanent safety program.
AWO took some heat after the oil spill for failing to
inform the public or the Coast Guard about the poor safety
record of a Harvey company involved in the accident.
Although DRD Towing failed an AWO safety inspection
earlier this year, the group did not revoke DRD Towing's
membership until August.
"We support the concept and, at this point, certainly
support the way it has transpired," Lynn Muench, a vice
president of AWO, said of Operation Big Tow. "Our position
is that everyone on our vessels should be fully complying with
all laws and regulations, which means that there should be no
violations."
Jen DeGregorio can be reached at 504.826.3495 or
jdegregorio@timespicayune.com.
----------------------------All Clear on the UMR
In contrast, the Dec. 22, 2008 issue of the Waterways
Journal quotes LT Rob McCaskey, Sector Upper Mississippi
Sector Chief who stated that: “We are extremely pleased to
report that we have not found a single person operating
without a license on the Upper Mississippi and southern
portions of the Illinois River.”

MEDICAL NVIC
[Source: By Mike Rodriguez, The Master, Mate & Pilot, Nov.Dec. 2008, p.16 Emphasis is ours.]
On Sept. 15, the Coast Guard published the final version
of Navigation and Vessel Inspection Circular 04-08, Medical
and Physical Evaluation Guidelines for Merchant Mariner
Credentials (Medical NVIC). Employers, industry
organizations and labor all expressed deep concerns over the
NVIC during its development. Some of the problems that
were foreseen at the outset are indeed beginning to emerge.
MM&P has voiced concerns over the fact that the medical
review process relies on Coast Guard evaluators headquartered
at the National Maritime Center (NMC) in West Virginia to
make determinations as to the fitness of duty of thousands of
Newsletter

mariners. Since the evaluators at NMC never see the
mariners, to make their determinations they must rely on
obtaining a battery of test results and evaluations from the
applicant, many of which may be unnecessary. MM&P has
gone on record regarding the risk that the system will get
bogged down under the weight of numerous applications and
because of delays in delivery to NMC of the "Recommended
Evaluation Data." Mariners must schedule appointments with
specialists to gather all the information required by NMC,
appointments that may be difficult to schedule due to work
rotations and the availability of appointments.
Our experience and discussions with other stakeholders
show that the NMC is not reviewing medical applications
until six-eight weeks after the applications arrive. Given
these weaknesses in the medical review system, MM&P is
advising applicants for renewals or raises in grade to
10

anticipate delays and begin the process at least six months
ahead of time.
MM&P members who have medical issues are advised to
refer to the Medical NVIC and bring its requirements to the
attention of their doctors.
------------[NMA Comment: We watched the Medical Review process
pit three of our mariner’s doctors against the medical staff
at the NMC. The NMC overwhelmed decisions made by our
mariner’s doctors including one family physician and two
specialists lost. This involved tremendous expense and
frustration to the mariner and his family.]
------------A Coast Guard’s Brochure Excuses
Their Medical Bungling
The brochure is called A Mariner’s Guide to NVIC 04-08,
Medical and Physical Evaluation Guidelines for Merchant
Mariner Credentials and comes from Coast Guard
Headquarters and cites this phone number: 202-372-1405.
Frequently Asked Questions
Q. Why does it take so long for medical review?
A. As a result of centralization of the mariner credential
review process the NMC has assumed an increased case
load but has staff shortages in the medical branch. NMC
has been increasing staffing and anticipates adding
additional medical evaluators and support staff soon.
[NMA Comment: The NMC made promises
they could not keep. “Soon” doesn’t make
the grade when it keeps mariners out of
work and costs them money and jobs!]

[NMA Comment: Before you do, read our Report #R-436.
Rev.1, The Coast Guard Appeals Process. 7p.]
For further information you can contact the NMC as follows:
marinermedical@uscg.mil
http://www.uscg.mil/nmc/default.asp
NMC Help Desk: 1-888-IASKNMC or
1-888-427-5662
Why this Medical NVIC?
The intent of this NVIC is not to drive mariners that have
medical conditions or are suffering from the effects of aging
out of the industry.
[NMA Comment: It may not be the intent of this Medical
NVIC to drive experienced mariners out of the industry,
but it represents the results of this program.]
The Coast Guard strongly believes that this Medical NVIC
will enhance safety on board the U.S. commercial fleet as well
as safety for the general public. Service on board a vessel
may be physically challenging and imposes unique
physical and mental demands. This NVIC honors
the mariner by promoting mariner health and
well being.
[NMA Comment: This is typical hogwash of
how the Coast Guard intends to “honor the
mariners.” Enough is enough. Do these
people think we are idiots?]

Q. I don’t have any medical issues. Why is
my file in medical?
A. Your file may be forwarded to MEB if there is an
indication of a past medical history that is cause for concern.
Additionally, if there are any missing or incomplete sections
of the physical exam form, your file will be forwarded to the
MEB.
[NMA Comment: One reason they are overloaded is that
they process files that have NO medical problems
indicated. Their “contractors” are paid for each item they
process rather than by any need to process them. While
“hiring more people” is an answer, avoiding work that
does not need to be done may make more sense and lead to
better service.]]
Q. I never had to provide any additional information in the
past, why now?
A. As a result of National Transportation Safety Board
recommendations, all medical information is now being
reviewed by medically trained professionals. The additional
information you are being asked to provide assists the medical
staff to ensure your medical condition is sufficiently
controlled to decrease any risk to maritime and public safety.
[NMA Comment: Blame yourselves not the NTSB!!!]

Q. What is the appeal process if I disagree with the decision?
A. Detailed information on the appeal process is available at
the NMC web site.

These medical guidelines will ensure
that the U.S. has a fleet of strong and robust
merchant mariners that meet both domestic and
international requirements.
This NVIC provides guidance to medical practitioners,
mariners and Coast Guard personnel to ensure that the
mariners’ physical and medical status meet the existing
requirements of US and International law. This NVIC puts
current Coast Guard practices into writing making the policies
transparent for all to see and promoting consistent application
of the requirements for all mariners. The physical and
medical requirements can be found in the following
documents:
♦International Convention on Standards of Training,
Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers, 1978, as
amended (STCW)
[NMA Comment: Never forget that the Coast Guard
crammed STCW changes down the throats of lower-level
mariners without consulting us in 1995.]
♦46 USC subtitle II part E
♦46 CFR Chapter I, Subchapter B
♦46 CFR Parts 401-402
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PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED IN (1981) SEMI-PARATUS
REPORT ARE ESSENTIALLY UNCHANGED
[By Congressman Elijah E. Cummins (D-MD), Chairman
of the House Subcommittee on Coast Guard and Maritime
Transportation.
Source: http://www.marinelink.com/.
Apr.2008. Emphasis and comments are ours.]
Typically, I take the opportunity afforded by this monthly
column to write about the most recent activities of the
Subcommittee on Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation,
including the issues we have considered in our busy hearing
schedule. This month, however, I want to step back for a
moment and take a broader look at some of the issues that
confront our United States Coast Guard.
It has been 27 years since the seminal oversight report
"Semi-Paratus; The United States Coast Guard, 1981" was
issued during the 97th Congress by the then-Subcommittee on
Coast Guard and Navigation of the Committee on Merchant
Marine and Fisheries.
[NMA Comment: “Semper Paratus,” always ready, is the
Coast Guard’s motto. Semi- infers a significantly reduced
state of readiness or preparation.]
This report presented the results of a series of hearings
held by the Subcommittee in 1981 on the Coast Guard's
programs and procedures.
The introduction to the "Semi-Paratus" report notes that the
Subcommittee's decision to conduct the hearing series was "made
in response to a widespread impression that a serious and
growing imbalance existed between the Coast Guard's resources
and its responsibilities under the law." Unfortunately, this
describes a situation that is still all too familiar today.
I have seen throughout my legislative career how critical
issues get kicked around and around year after year without
any definitive actions being taken to resolve them.
This is a phenomenon that I have always found deeply
saddening and frustrating, which is exactly what I feel when I
realize how long some of the most critical issues regarding the
Coast Guard have been under consideration.
Even though the Coast Guard's responsibilities have
changed significantly since the "Semi-Paratus" report was
issued, unfortunately, many of the problems identified by the
report are essentially unchanged.
For example, the report contained this important conclusion:
"[T]he Coast Guard needs approximately 14,600 additional
people to maintain its current level of services through the
coming decade" and then added that "an increase of 35,000
personnel – almost a doubling in size – would be necessary [for
the Coast Guard] to function at the optimal level by 1991."
To put this in perspective, the Coast Guard concluded
Fiscal year 1981 with an end-strength of 38,804 military
personnel. It then concluded fiscal year 1991 with an endstrength of 37,380 military personnel – 1,424 fewer military
members than the end-strength a decade earlier.
Even after assuming the significant homeland security
missions assigned to the Coast Guard after September 11,
2001, the service concluded fiscal year 2007 with an endstrength of 40,698 – fewer than 2,000 military personnel

above the end strength of 1981.
As I argued in last month's column, I firmly believe that
the Coast Guard must grow to meet its new responsibilities,
but expanded personnel numbers have been recognized as
necessary to strengthening the Coast Guard for decades.
In 1981, the "Semi-Paratus" report also identified significant asset needs. The report noted that the average age of
the Coast Guard's "major cutters"-which were designed to
serve for 30 years – was 27 years.
Since 1981; the Coast Guard's assets have only continued
to age. At the present time, the average age of the Coast
Guard's high endurance cutters is now 39 years – 9 years over
the designed service life of these vessels. The average age of
the 210-ft. medium endurance cutters is 41 years.
The Deepwater program, which is long overdue, is
essential to recapitalizing the Coast Guard. The service will
be relying on the assets acquired under Dccpwater for decades
to come, and the Coast Guard must be structured to effectively
manage this complex effort.
Finally, I note that the "Semi-Paratus" report also discussed
the Coast Guard's marine safety program in some detail.
In 1981 – as today – the Subcommittee was wrestling with
how to balance an essential regulatory program with the Coast
Guard's operational missions, such as search and rescue and
drug interdiction.
There are many eerily similar conclusions reached by a
report recently issued by retired Coast Guard Vice Admiral
James C. Card(1) on the marine safety program and the
testimony of the Transportation Institute before the Coast
Guard Subcommittee in 1981, which stated in part: “In recent
years, the role of the Coast Guard has increasingly become
that of a regulatory agency. However, we do not believe that
the regulatory function is compatible with the nature of a
military service. The, best example of this incompatibility
lies in the Coast Guard personnel rotation policy, which is
not unlike that of our other military services. While the
practice of regularly transferring Coast Guard personnel to
different geographic locations and delegating new
responsibilities may be sound from a, military perspective, it
severely hampers the agency's ability to successfully fulfill
its regulatory functions because it limits the development of
expertise in any given geographic or technical area. It
should go without saying that the development of just this
kind of expertise is critical to the promotion of a safe
merchant fleet and the promulgation of regulations which
are not economically debilitating. [(1) Refer to Report #R401-E. Marine Safety: Where the Coast Guard Went Wrong.]
As an aside, I note that many of these problems were not
new even in 1981; they were foreseen decades earlier. In
1946, Congress was considering whether to permanently
transfer the Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navigation to
the Coast Guard, where it had been temporarily placed during
the years of World War II.
During a series of hearings considering the proposed
transfer, at least one witness noted that "under the Coast
Guard the Bureau has been loaded up with a lot of inexperienced personnel, many of them graduates of the United
States Coast Guard Academy."
Confronted with the challenge of finding balance among
the Coast Guard's missions, the authors of the “Semi-Paratus"
report reached conclusions that I do not support at this time.
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Specifically, the report's authors recommended that the
Coast Guard "should be relieved of any responsibilities which
can be fulfilled with equal or greater competence and
efficiency by other federal agencies, by state or local
government, or by the private sector. Particularly strong
consideration should be given to the transfer of some duties in
the areas of Bridge Administration, Commercial Vessel
Safety, towing and salvage operations, and ice-breaking."
Importantly, however, the "Semi-Paratus" authors warned
that "Congress should not dismantle a regulatory system
which one maritime disaster later will – in response to a
public outcry - have to be re-assembled."
Today, under the leadership of Congressman James L.

Oberstar, Chairman of the full Committee on Transportation
and Infrastructure, we are responding to the challenges in
the marine safety program that have festered for decades.
We are trying to design a program chat will not have to be
“reassembled" after shortcomings are identified following a
major marine casualty – which is, unfortunately, the typical
catalyst for such a "reassembly."
The marine safety program performs a vital public safety
function through a regulatory process. If we continue to kick
this issue down the road along with so many others that are
tumbling along, we risk leaving mariners and the public in
harm's way. That is not something Congress, the maritime
industry, or the public should tolerate any longer.

ARBITRATION AND THE MARINER

PROPOSED PASSENGER VESSEL
STABILITY REQUIREMENTS

[Source: By Tim Akpinar, Esq. WorkBoat Magazine, Jan.
2009, p.16. Emphasis is ours!]
Arbitration is widely used to resolve disputes in the maritime
industry that range from seamen's injuries to contracts.
Today, employers often include arbitration clauses in
employment agreements. This means that an employee agrees
that any future disputes will be handled by arbitration. On one
hand, the employee's decision appears to be a tough one. If
you've never experienced litigation or arbitration, how do you
make an informed decision? On the other hand, the decision
can be seen as a simple one. If you want the job, and the
clause is mandatory, you agree to it.
There are many arguments for and against arbitration
clauses. Advocates say arbitration is less expensive than a
bitter lawsuit, and plaintiffs can get money awards sooner.
Opponents argue that in some instances the cards are stacked
against the claimant. They argue that arbitration clauses are
often a "take it or leave it” deal, in which the employer
bargains from a position of power, and that waiving the
right to a jury trial is an erosion of fundamental civil rights.
There are many opinions about arbitration clauses, but one
thing is clear – they are enforceable. If you’re a commercial
mariner and sign an employment contract stating that you
agree to arbitration of future claims, it is binding. If you get
hurt and then decide you would rather file a lawsuit in court
and roll the dice in front of a jury instead of an arbitrator, you
don’t have that choice. Agreeing to arbitration generally
means you have waived your rights to a jury trial.
There is abundant case law from almost every corner of
the maritime industry that drives this point home. Not
surprisingly, a good deal of the case law comes from the
cruise industry, where many cruise ship workers are hired
through overseas employment agencies. However, there is no
shortage of federal cases involving crews from tugs and other
vessels that work on the Mississippi River or East Coast. In
these cases, the typical result is that the court sends the
seaman back to the arbitration table.
This is not information to lose sleep over. It's not as if you
agree to arbitration and then have second thoughts, as in the
tomato juice cocktail ad where the person hits himself in the
head and says, “I could have had a V-8.” If you want the job
and need to feed your family, and the arbitration clause is
mandatory, it’s a no-brainer for most people.
[NMA Comment: We ask our mariners to relate their
experiences – good or bad – with employment contracts
that contain arbitration clauses.]

The December 2008 issue of WorkBoat Magazine
contained an article (on p. 44) titled Weigh In: New Rule
Would Require Passenger Vessels to Undergo Costly Stability
Tests. In this case, “passenger vessels” means “T-Boats” and
‘K-Boats” – both of which admeasure under 100 Gross
Register Tons – as well as “H-Boats” greater than 100 GRT.
First of all, this is a PROPOSED rule(1) and is not final yet
although the public comment period has ended. Secondly, it
has the entire passenger vessel industry in an absolute tizzy.
Third, the impetus for change came as a direct result of an
accident on a small, pontoon-style “T-Boat,” the LADY D
that capsized in Baltimore Harbor drowning 4 passengers.
Our Association covered that accident and its aftermath in our
Report #R-432, Coast Guard Inspection SNAFU Leaves 4
Dead and Many Injured and Hundreds of Boat Owners
Affected.
[(1)You may access the proposed rule on
www.regulations.gov by using the Docket #USCG-2007-0030]
Part of the problem lies with the Coast Guard. Complaints
about the qualifications of some of its Inspectors arose in a
Congressional Hearing on Aug. 2, 2007 and culminated in the
report by retired Vice Admiral James Card.(1) [(1)Refer to our
Report #R-401-E]
Another part of the problem lies with the growing obesity
of the American population – a problem that was brought to
our attention a few years ago when offshore workers would
not longer fit into their assigned space in survival craft on oil
rigs and platforms. It is also a problem encountered by
airlines and studied by the Federal Aviation Administration.
The prospect of reducing passenger carrying capacity may
hit many small passenger vessel operators in the wallet. It
will also bring attention to many of our mariners who have
100-ton licenses that allow them to carry passengers for hire.
While “verifying stability” in accordance with the vessels
“stability letter” certainly is nothing new, the Coast Guard
proposes to check up on this on annual vessel inspections to
be sure that the Master on each passenger vessel (including
“T” and “K” boats) knows how to do it. Other problems may
surface in regard to the depth of training in stability (or lack
thereof) that our mariners received while earning their license.
The proposed rules will also require that vessels have the
necessary equipment to monitor weather reports and that
vessel Masters not set out on a voyage in threatening weather
because that is what took place in the LADY D accident. The
rules will call on your “professional judgment” in making
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weather-related decisions.
A flood of new “stability tests” will engulf the industry and
will require the participation of a number of mariners. This will
provide a learning experience for many of our mariners.
A knowledge of basic stability is not only important for
passenger vessel officers, it is a daily requirement for mariners

working in the offshore oil industry on OSVs that may even require
making and logging mathematical calculations before starting on a
voyage. The sinking of the tug VALOUR (as reported in
Newsletter #59) was brought to the attention of the Towing Safety
Advisory Committee in September and led to our Report #R-451,
Towing Vessel Officers Need Stability Training. 17p.

STABILITY THROUGH CHANGE

Witnesses talked about how rough the bar looked, and they
were surprised this boat was going to cross it. Reports
indicate the vessel made it across the bar, but a big wave
pushed the bow up in the air. When the bow came down, the
crabber rolled slightly and then another wave hit the side and
flipped it over. The life raft floated free, but no crewmembers
surfaced. Their bodies were recovered later.

[Source: National Fisherman, Jan. 2009 “From U.S. Coast
Guard reports.” Emphasis is ours!]
Boats that are modified and refurbished with equipment
added to transform them into commercial fishing vessels often
are put into operation without determining carrying capacity
or determining stability with a formal assessment. Any
skipper assigned to the converted vessel may not be
completely familiar with its characteristics or limitations. So
weather and sea conditions may test the vessel and the crew's
mettle on the open water.
[NMA Comment: Most commercial fishing vessels are
“uninspected” vessels as are towing vessels until such time
as the Coast Guard completes its inspection rulemaking.]
A house-forward 43-footer with a fiberglass hull had a 3½foot draft under normal loading. The vessel had been used by
a government agency for surveys and training, and it was built
for use in shallow and somewhat protected waters. It was
equipped with twin shafts, props and rudders in two tunnels.
The previous operator wasn't aware that any safety inspections or stability tests had been performed on the vessel.
He tried to limit operations to conditions under 25-knot winds
and 10-foot swells. He felt the vessel had quick rolling
motion – sometimes heavily in a short, steep chop.
The new owners made some modifications, and added
some equipment to make it ready for crabbing off the
Washington and Oregon coasts. An unknown amount of
ballast was added forward. They installed a mast with
podium lights and an aluminum boom and hydraulic winch on
the starboard side, but did not add stabilizer poles.
To accommodate hauling pots, a portion of the starboard
gunwale was cut out. Two fish holds were placed under
decks aft of amidships. New glassed-over wooden hatches
were installed over the holds.
After all the work had been completed, the owners were
unsure how the vessel would ride as a converted crabber. It
took on approximately 90 pots, at about 100 pounds each,
with some of them stowed in the fish holds. The pots secured
on deck may have been stacked as high as 10 feet.
The skipper and crew got underway for a crabbing trip on
their newly outfitted vessel on a mid-December afternoon.
The sky was overcast with winds at 15 to 20 knots; the air was
43 degrees, and the visibility was 5 to 10 miles with
occasional snow showers.
At the bar at the river's mouth the tide was ebbing at about
10 knots; wave heights were about 7 feet with a period of 11
seconds; swell height was about 16 feet with a period of 13
seconds and the water temperature was 48 degrees. The
Coast Guard had issued a warning that recreational and
uninspected passenger vessels should not attempt crossing the
bar until conditions subsided.

Lessons learned
The primary mistake in this casualty was choosing to cross
the bar that day. But other choices and actions may have
contributed to this incident.
The new owners added equipment to the vessel and
modified it. This would have caused a change to the center
of gravity and, therefore, the stability of the vessel. No
stability assessment was performed on the vessel, and thus
no stability booklet was available to the skipper. Without
this type of assessment, no one could know how many pots
and other weight could safely be loaded and under what
conditions the vessel could operate and retain stability. An
analysis and stability calculation conducted after the accident
with available information indicated wave heights in excess of
13 feet could cause the vessel to lose stability and capsize.
The skipper had never taken this vessel crabbing before.
He likely didn't know how the vessel was going to ride,
particularly with the modifications and additional equipment
and gear. Weather conditions would have accentuated any
problems. Additionally, the skipper may have had local
knowledge of the coastal area, but it was reported that he did
not have much experience on this particular river bar.
It is seldom that we can point to one single factor as the
cause of a casualty. That's why it is so important to know and
understand your vessel's particulars, the environmental
conditions, and your personal limitations. Any changes to any
boat can affect its seaworthiness, carrying capacity and
stability. Weather and wave conditions can and will test the
limits of any boat's handling and stability. Be aware, be safe,
fish safe!
[This article is based on U.S. Coast Guard reporting and is
intended to bring safety issues to the attention of our readers.
It is not intended to judge or reach conclusions regarding the
ability or capacity of any person, living or dead, or any boat
or piece of equipment.]
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MARINE SAFETY ALERTS
WATERTIGH T DOORS
[Source: National Fisherman]
This Safety Alert addresses the importance of properly
maintaining and closing watertight doors. Unfortunately, marine
casualties, often resulting in loss of life and property, continue to
be linked to improperly maintained or closed watertight doors!
One of the contributory factors in a recent major marine
casualty on an uninspected commercial fishing vessel was the
failure to properly maintain and keep closed watertight doors on
the vessel's weather deck. In this incident one watertight door
was not properly dogged down, permitting it to open and let
water flood a space below the main deck. Another watertight
door on the vessel's main deck was not maintained and as a result,
it leaked, permitting water to enter an adjacent space.
[NMA Comment: On towing vessels, there often is
problem with crewmembers who leave port and starboard
engineroom doors open to provide air circulation and to
cool the engineroom. This leaves the vessel vulnerable to
downflooding at any moment if the vessel heels for any
reason. The AWO graphically illustrates this problem in a
video on “Downstreaming.”]
Over 42% of all marine casualties on fishing vessels
involve flooding that in most cases could have been prevented
or minimized by the proper use of watertight doors. Two
safety alerts have been issued in the past two years
emphasizing the importance of maintaining watertight doors
and keeping them closed at all times while underway except
when actually being used.
As a result of this incident and due to other related
casualties, the U. S. Coast Guard strongly recommends vessel
owners and operators to:
● Regularly inspect the condition of all watertight doors on their
vessels including the gasket and knife-edge to ensure that the
doors close properly when dogged down securely. Watertight
door gaskets should not be painted; any paint discovered on
the gasket should be removed. Excessive gaps between the
gasket ends should be avoided and repaired upon discovery;
● Periodically perform either a chalk or light test on all
watertight doors to ensure that the knife edge makes contact
with the entire door gasket;
● Ensure that all dogs or closing assemblies move freely and
close securely.
● Routinely lubricate all watertight door fittings and hinges to
ensure fluid operation; and
● Ensure that vessel masters provide regular training on
watertight door operation and maintenance to their crews.
Watertight doors should be closed at all times while a vessel is
underway except when transiting from space to space.
Please access http://marineinvestigations.us Safety Alerts
> General Operations > "Securing Watertight Doors" and
"Maintaining Vessel Watertight Integrity" for additional
related information.
This safety alert is provided for
informational purposes only and does not relieve any domestic
or international safety, operational or material requirement.
Developed by the Office of Investigations and Analysis,
United States Coast Guard Headquarters, Washington, DC.
[NMA Comment: We anticipate that one of the most
important aspects of vessel inspection will be the Coast
Guard’s emphasis on checking the condition of W/T doors.]
VENTILATIO N CLOSURE DEVICES
[Source: U.S. Coast Guard Marine Safety Alert #13-08, Dec. 11,

2008. This newest advisory concerns ventilation closures for
fixed gas fire extinguishing systems on small passenger vessels.]
This Safety Alert addresses the importance of ensuring proper
operation and adequacy of ventilation closure devices for spaces
protected by fixed gas fire extinguishing systems on small
passenger vessels. Properly operating ventilation closures ensure
the effectiveness of the vessel firefighting systems and minimize
the spread of fire to other areas of the vessel.
Recent vessel casualty investigations conducted by the
U.S. Coast Guard and the National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB) into fires aboard small passenger vessels have
raised awareness for the need to properly inspect and test
ventilation closures for spaces protected by fixed gas fire
extinguishing systems.
Federal regulations require provisions for closing all supply
duct cowls or scoops and exhaust duct discharge openings in
spaces protected by fixed gas extinguishing systems. All closure
devices must be readily available and mounted in the vicinity of
the vent. As part of each annual inspection, attending marine
inspectors should ensure the adequacy and serviceability of these
closure devices in accordance with the CG-840 inspection guide.
While observing fire drills in spaces covered by fixed gas
systems, marine inspectors should ensure the vessel crews are
familiar with these devices and ensure they are utilized properly
during the conduct of the drill.
Small passenger vessels built on or after March 11, 1996
and small passenger vessels constructed of wood or fiber
reinforced plastic (FRP) must have approved fixed fire
extinguishing systems in certain machinery, fuel tank, and
storage spaces which are described in 46 CFR §181.400 and
46 CFR §118.400. Vessels of other than wood or FRP
construction built prior to Mar. 11, 1996 must have a fixed
system in machinery and fuel tank spaces using gasoline or
other fuels having a flash point of 110° F or lower, paint and
oil rooms, and cargo spaces which are inaccessible during a
voyage and used for combustible cargo.
The U.S. Coast Guard strongly recommends that owners and
operators, as well as marine inspectors, ensure the adequacy and
test the operation of all ventilation closures for spaces protected
by a fixed fire extinguishing system including both manual and
automatic devices. Automatic closures should be tested and
serviced by a qualified servicing facility in conjunction with the
servicing of the fixed fire extinguishing system.
The regulations governing ventilation closures for spaces
protected by a fixed gas fire extinguishing systems are contained
46 CFR Parts §182.465(h) and §119.465(h). These regulations
are available through the U.S. Government Printing Office (GPO)
and may be downloaded without cost from the GPO's internet
website http://www.gpoaccess.gov/index.html. A fixed gas fire
extinguishing system installed but not required by regulation
must still function properly including the operation of ventilation
closure devices.
This safety alert is provided for informational purposes
only and does not relieve any domestic or international safety,
operational or material requirement. Developed by the Office
of Vessel Activities, Domestic Compliance Division (CG5431), U.S. Coast Guard Headquarters, Washington, DC.
Questions should be directed to Lieutenant Commander David
Webb at (202) 372-1216 or David.M.Webb@uscg.mil
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COAST GUARD STOPS 4 UNSAFE PASSENGER
VESSELS
[Source: Maritime Today e-news, Wed. Jan. 7, 2009.]
Boarding team members from Coast Guard Station
Yankeetown, FL, stopped four unsafe passenger vessels
operating on the Crystal River, FL., and in the vicinity of
Homosassa, FL, Dec. 29, through Dec. 31, 2008.
During random safety boardings, crewmembers discovered
two commercial vessels operated by Stadt Aquatic Adventures
operating with more than their maximum allowable passengers.
Additionally, Yankeetown crews discovered that the captain of
the second vessel failed to properly report a marine casualty
involving one of its main engines. The Coast Guard terminated
both voyages for the safety infractions and will seek civil
penalties against Stadt Aquatic Adventures. The Coast Guard
will also pursue action to suspend the captains’ licenses for
failing to comply with proper safety procedures.
Two commercial passenger vessels were boarded in
Homosassa, Wednesday, by a boarding team from Station
Yankeetown and were also found to be operating in an unsafe
manner. The first vessel was operating with more than its six
allowable passengers and without the required number of fire
extinguishers and personal floatation devices. Additionally,
the operator was not enrolled in a drug-testing program as

required by federal law. The second vessel was also cited for
operating with more than its six allowable passengers and
failing to have a drug-testing program. Both voyages were
terminated and the Coast Guard will seek civil penalties and
suspension of the operator’s licenses.
"Coast Guard regulations require all commercial inspected
vessels carrying more than six passengers to successfully pass
a rigorous safety inspection to obtain a Certificate of
Inspection," said Coast Guard Lt. Matt Dooris, Sector St.
Petersburg senior investigating officer. "The safety certificate
attests to the vessel’s compliance with established structural
stability, lifesaving, firefighting, and navigational standards,
as well as safe operating conditions and crew competencies."
The Coast Guard, in concert with state and local partners,
actively investigates all reports of unsafe passenger vessel
operations, imposing civil or criminal penalties where
appropriate. Mariners who anticipate being a passenger on a
vessel carrying more than six paying passengers, should ensure
the vessel has satisfactorily passed a Coast Guard safety
inspection before the voyage. To verify that this requirement has
been satisfied, ask to see the vessel’s Certificate of Inspection, or
Coast Guard Safety decal aboard the vessel.
Owners and operators who want to carry more than six
paying passengers must receive a Coast Guard safety
inspection by the local Officer In Charge of Marine
Inspection.
CURRENT NMA “BROWN-LIST”

DEFINITION OF “OPERATOR”
On May 21, 2006 the license title of the “Operator of
Uninspected Towing Vessels” (OUTV) license was replaced
by the new license titled Master of Towing Vessels.
The only remaining “Operator” license is the Operator of
Uninspected Passenger Vessels (OUPV) commonly called a
“Six Pack” license because it limits the number of
passengers carried on board to six.
On Aug. 20, 2008 a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
covering proposed stability regulations provided the
following definition of an “Operator”:
Operator means the person or entity who provides
operational instructions to and receives reports from the
Master of the vessel and is responsible for the vessel’s
maintenance and repair.
This definition points out that when the Coast Guard
refers to an operator (with the sole exception of an OUPV),
they are referring to the company or business entity that
controls the movements, repair, maintenance, and operation
of a vessel in contrast to the licensed officer (i.e., Master) in
charge of that vessel.

Our Association cannot recommend these employers to
mariners seeking employment.
Our “Brown List” has expanded by one company, Jantran,
Inc. of Rosedale, MS, in light of their failure to provide a sea
service letter in a timely fashion after numerous requests to one of
our mariners who was seeking an original license. Arbitrary and
capricious acts like this are offensive to all mariners.
Brown Listed Companies:
● Abdon Callais Offshore.
● American River Transportation Co. (ARTCO)
● American Commercial Lines (ACL formerly ACBL)
· BJ Services, Inc.
· Chet Morrison Contractors, Inc.
● Coastal Towing, LLC & TLC Marine Svc.
● Delta Towing.
● DRD Towing
● ENSCO.
● Five Bs Towing Inc.
● Frazier Towing
● Global Industries Offshore
● Gulf Pride Marine Service, Inc.
● Guidry Brothers/Harvey Gulf Marine
— Hornbeck Offshore Services
● Jantran, Inc.
● L&M Botruc Rentals
● Maryland Marine
— Martin Gas Marine
● Stapp Towing
●Steel City Marine Transportation, Inc.
● Tidewater Marine
● Trico
— Versatility Marine [Defunct but being sued by mariners.]
● Western Kentucky Navigation Company (WKN)
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NEW AND REVISED NMA REPORTS
NMA Report #R-223, Revision.3, Jan. 10, 2009.
Understanding and Using Federal Regulations. The
Federal Register/CFR System. 10p. This instructional
document explains how Federal regulations are prepared,
published in the Federal Register as “Proposed Rules” and
eventually emerge as “Interim Rules” or “Final Rules” and, as
such, become part of the Code of Federal Regulations. This
report is a primer for mariners who want to understand and
participate in the rulemaking process. We urge all of our
mariners to study this report. What you learn here will be
helpful in understanding the new proposed Towing Vessel
Inspection Regulations that will be introduced later this year
or the new stability requirements for (small) passenger vessels
introduced last August.
NMA Report #R-293-B, Revision 6, We Urge Congress to
Look Into Overhead Clearance Accidents. 13p. In this
report to Congress, we point out to Congress that the Coast
Guard has not paid sufficient attention to the number of
accidents where barge mounted cranes, spuds, or over-height
cargo have struck and damaged bridges, power lines and other
private and public infrastructure along our waterways. We
ask Congress to look into this matter and require that the
Coast Guard promulgate appropriate regulations.
When an overhead clearance accident occurs, the officer
on watch immediately is blamed (and subsequently punished)
for the accident. This knee-jerk reaction may not always be
appropriate, however.
In this report, we suggest that, as a part of “voyage
planning,” licensed mariners must be provided all necessary
waterways charts and publications so they can determine the
appropriate overhead clearances. We believe that operating
companies are responsible for accurately providing and
posting the “air draft” (i.e., height above the water) of their
vessels in the pilothouse where it may be easily seen –
although no law or regulation currently requires them to do
so.
We believe the company that owns, manages, or operates
the vessel is also responsible for providing the air draft of any
tow that a towing vessel is required to handle. We believe the
tow should not be moved until this air-draft information is
provided to the vessel’s Master in writing or in a verbal order
that is appropriately entered in the vessel’s logbook. Our
report cites a number of accidents that illustrate common
errors.
NMA Report #R-350, Rev. 4. Mariners Seek Legislative
Assistance from Congress on Marine Safety, Health and
Work-Related Problems. This report revises and updates
Revision 3 that our Association presented as written testimony
to the House Coast Guard and Maritime Transportation
Subcommittee in a hearing on Aug. 2, 2007.
This report summarizes the principal issues faced by our
“lower-level/limited tonnage” mariners and details how our
attempts to work through these issues with the Coast Guard
since 1999 were deflected, derailed or simply ignored.
NMA Report #R-377, Revision 2.
Jan. 13, 2009.
Administrative Clemency. 4p. Revised and updated with

new information and opinions of the Coast Guard’s
Administrative Clemency Program. Mariners who lose their
licenses through Suspension and Revocation (S&R)
proceedings or otherwise surrender their license may be able
to apply for Administrative Clemency and regain their license.
However, it is a long, tough path to follow for those who
succeed in turning your life around. The details are contained
in our Report #R-377-A. (See below).
NMA Report #R-377-A, Jan 13, 2009. Administrative
Clemency – Coast Guard Information Package, 16p.
Replaces GCMA Report #R-314 (obsolete). Contains the
latest information that was provided by Mr. Jim Wilson, Coast
Guard Marine Safety Unit, Morgan City, LA. The Coast
Guard “package” lists in detail all of the pieces to assembling
a complete Administrative Clemency” package to submit to
Headquarters.
NMA Report #R-415-C. Our Association Petitions The
Coast Guard to Relax Restrictions on 100-Ton Towing
Officer Licenses and Endorsements. 10p. Reference our
file #GCM-165.
This report illustrates a perfect example of the problem
with the current regulatory system. No one in the Coast
Guard seems to understand, or care, how the 100-ton Master’s
license with a towing endorsement situation evolved nor how
its problems can and should be remedied fairly.
Many of these “100-ton” towing vessel Masters have years
of experience and should not have to go through a tortuous
upgrading process to obtain operating authority to run 200-ton
towing vessels in coastwise service or unlimited tonnage as
Master of Towing Vessels in lakes, bays, sounds, and rivers.
This was never envisioned when the regulations were
discussed in the 2000-2001 TSAC working group meetings.
If it was, there would have been a great outcry and
commensurate remedy.
It is apparent that our outcries about an erroneous
interpretation of the regulations were easy to ignore or simply
indicate that any interpretation favorable to an individual
mariner could simply be bulldozed into silence. Too much
knowledge about the details of the arcane Coast Guard
licensing system has become a method that Coast Guard
officials use to abuse mariners to their heart’s content and
continue to be unresponsive to the needs of the individual
mariners.
Many Coast Guard regulators have no concept of the
mariners’ job or the industry he works in, but only of the
regulations that were drafted and crafted under the direction of
Coast Guard military or former-military personnel. Those
who arbitrarily interpret the merchant marine personnel
regulations in such a negative manner are terribly ignorant
of the commercial trade they regulate.
As an item of national significance, it would seem that
the Coast Guard should find a way to give the mariner what he
or she needs and not direct him or her down blind alleys.
The Coast Guard should fix the technical problem with
their regulations and issue the “100-ton” Masters with towing
endorsements and adequate sea service on towing vessels the
licenses they need. To be arguably technically correct and
abuse hundreds of mariners is ludicrous and must not be
tolerated a day longer!
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NMA Report #R-401-H. Coast Guard Issues Marine
Safety Performance Plan (FY 2009-2014). In late 2007,
retired Coast Guard Vice Commandant James Card at the
request of Commandant Thad Allen issued a report
titled “Coast Guard Marine Safety Analysis: An Independent
Assessment and Suggestions for Improvement. Several
months later, Admiral Allen released the report to the public.
Our Association reprinted this report as our Report #R-401-E
and added a one-page commentary.
We give Admiral Card high marks for running the Coast
Guard’s marine safety program in a creditable manner during
his years as Eighth District Commander and later as Assistant
Commandant for Safety, Security, and Environmental
Protection. It would be unfair to blame the events of 9/11 for
the program’s down-hill slide.
Rather, we carefully
chronicled in our Reports the program’s decline during the
program’s administration by (now-retired) Rear Admirals
North, Pluta, and Gilmour.
It is clear that Congress plans to make changes that
Commandant Allen does not approve of. The (Bush)
Administration issued a “Statement of Administration Policy”
(SAP) and Commandant Allen expressed strong opposition to
a number of key provisions in H.R. 2830 that passed the
House of Representatives last April by an overwhelming vote
of 395 to 7 but did not clear the Senate.
Rear Admiral James Watson describes the Coast Guard’s
plans for the Marine Safety Program over the next five (5)
fiscal years. We recommend that our mariners read this report
so that they may understand the scope of the Coast Guard’s
Marine Safety mission because it is this mission – and NOT
the Coast Guard’s other missions – that our mariners are most
directly involved in. In summary, these are the Coast Guard’s
plans for your future.
Congress may make changes in Admiral Watson’s plans
for the future. However, in reading through this report, one of
our mariners thoughtfully concluded “No mention of mariner
participation here that I can find.....”
NMA Report #R-451. Towing Vessel Officers Need
Stability Training. 17p. The role that loss of stability played
in the sinking of the tug VALOUR as reported in Newsletter
#59 (pages 4-9) is undeniable.
Stability is often a very difficult study for many lowerlevel mariners because it is not something they can visualize
without the help of a well scripted presentation of illustrations
or working models. However, in light of the numerous
accident reports of towing vessels that flooded, capsized, or
sank in recent years, stability is a subject that demands more
attention.
Recent changes like adding upper pilothouses(1) to an
uninspected vessel that never was required to undergo plan
review or stability testing will have to be thoroughly evaluated
when towing vessels finally are brought under inspection.
[(1)Refer to our Report #R-275, Rev.3. Navigation Bridge
Visibility by Captain David C. Whitehurst] 11p

Many “inspected” passenger vessels probably will have to
undergo a re-evaluation of their stability according to a
proposed rule published on Aug. 20, 2008. Those mariners
with “100-ton” passenger carrying licenses will be affected
when final regulations are promulgated. Vessel stability not
only will have to be verified every time your vessel leaves the
dock but also confirmed at every dry-docking. Many
passenger vessels inspected under Subchapters H, K, or T also
will have to undergo new stability tests and obtain new
stability letters.
Years ago, the U.S. Navy prepared a series of training
films on stability and damage control. Although these films
are very useful in training naval officers, there are many
differences between warships and vessels manned by our
merchant mariners.
The Coast Guard grappled with the problem of stability
since the mid-1980s with our nation’s commercial fishing
fleet with considerable success. They have been involved
along with naval architects in teaching fishermen things they
never knew about stability just to help them to survive at sea
and live another day. Since “stability” involves considerable
theory (possibly to the level of High School Physics) and
since instability does not become obvious to most mariners
until it is too late, the need for a simple visual training
program to guide our mariners would be far more helpful than
slipping in a few “stability” questions to trip up every
Apprentice Mate/Steersman who prepares for a license exam
and leave it up to the individual to try to learn the subject or
simply memorize the correct answers without gaining an
underlying knowledge of stability.
We believe the recommendations in this report, if carried
out, would be a useful and painless way of bringing our
mariners who work on small vessels under 1,600 GRT “up to
speed” on the subject. It would simplify an obscure subject
that most mariners avoid like the plague because it is seldom
explained in terms that are easily understood.
R-436. Rev. 2, Jan. 11, 2009. The Coast Guard Appeals
Process. 9p. This is a rewrite and upgrade of our previously
published document that gives the rules for filing an appeal
with Coast Guard officials and the problems our Association’s
mariners have with the process.
NMA Report #R-452. Coast Guard – Towing Industry
Statistics. These statistics, collected by the Coast Guard and
submitted by Captain Jordan May of the Master of Towing
Vessel Association include
●Towing Industry Personnel Casualty Statistics
●MISLE Civil Penalty Enforcement Statistics
●Misle Enforcement Offenses
●Number of Towing Licenses Issued Annually
We do not attempt to “interpret” these raw statistics.
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TEN TRUTHS FOR 2009
By John J. Sweeney
We all know there are tough
times ahead—but 2009 gives us
a jolt of hope for the change we
need. Here are 10 simple truths
to guide our work—and our
elected leaders' work—every
day of 2009.
1) We can't fix the economy by
hurting workers. Workers didn't
tank the economy. We built it.
Working families are the economy.
2) Rescuing the economy will require investments—in jobs,
infrastructure, health care and more. We can't get out of a hole
this deep without building a big ladder.
3) Rebuilding our broken economy gives us the opportunity to
get it right this time. We've seen that an economy built on debt
and speculation won't work. Rampant deregulation won't work.
Corporations and anti-worker leaders have kicked the legs of
government and wages out from under the economic table. No
wonder it collapsed. Replacing the economic "legs" of familysupporting wages and benefits and responsible rules will work.
4) We need to stop pretending that American employers can
or should compete with companies in countries that subsidize
industry, pay for workers' health care or trample labor and
environmental protections. America's employers need a level
playing field created by raising standards here and abroad, not
lowering standards in a global race to the bottom.
5) It's time for change. America voted for it. America needs it.
We demand it. For too long our country has been headed in
the wrong direction. It's time to turn around America.
A CALL TO ALL MERCHANT MARINERS:
BE PART OF THE SOLUTION NOT PART OF THE
PROBLEM
By Capt. Richard A. Block, Secretary, NMA
History
The National Mariners Association was established on
April 1, 1999 by the AFL-CIO and four major maritime
unions as the non-profit Gulf Coast Mariners Association
(GCMA) and not as a labor union. On June 30, 2003, the
maritime unions that assisted us to form and to represent
“lower-level”/“limited tonnage” merchant mariners on
workplace issues withdrew from the Gulf Coast area leaving
us as an independent Association supported by our members’
dues and donations. Our annual membership dues are $36.00.
On January 1, 2008, the Association changed its name to
the National Mariners Association to more accurately define
the scope of our activities as national rather than regional.
The Merchant Marine
Congress assigned the task of superintending the Merchant
Marine to the U.S. Coast Guard. The Coast Guard has a
number of “missions” including its Marine Safety mission that
includes superintending maritime transportation and

6) Progressive, pro-working-family candidates won
resoundingly in the 2008 elections. If we allow a minority of
Senate Republicans to block our priorities or impose their
unpopular will on the majority, we have had our votes stolen.
7) Corporate officials who through fraud, negligence or greed
cost workers and retirees their jobs, savings, home equity and
retirement security should get jail terms, not government
handouts.
8) Economic injustice and inequality are intolerable and
should not be allowed to survive this New Year. The average
CEO makes $40,556 every working day, more than $10,000
over what the average worker makes in a year. A woman
earns less than 80 cents for every dollar a man earns. African
Americans' median weekly earnings are $150 less than those
of white workers; for Latinos, the difference is $210 a week.
The richest 10 percent of U.S. households have 71 percent of
our wealth. Income and wealth inequality are gaping, growing
and they are tearing apart what should be one nation.
9) U.S. labor law doesn't say corporations and the government
must tolerate workers forming unions. It doesn't say
corporations and government must allow unions if after using
every trick in the books they can't stop them. The National
Labor Relations Act explicitly says this nation's policy is to
encourage collective bargaining and union representation for
workers. You wouldn't know that from seeing what
corporations do—and what the government has been allowing
them to do—to workers who try to form unions and bargain
for a better life. Let's restore the law of the land by enacting
the Employee Free Choice Act.
10) America is meant to be "of the people, by the people, for
the people"—all the people, not the few. We can renew
America's promise by renewing national commitment to our
founding values.

personnel. Our Association’s relationship with the Coast
Guard and with Congress focuses on the Coast Guard’s
“Marine Safety” mission.
The Coast Guard issues licenses and merchant mariner
documents to approximately 213,903 merchant mariners. Of
that number, approximately 126,000 hold “lower-level” or
“limited-tonnage” credentials. Even this 126-thousand figure
pales into insignificance when compared with the U.S.
population of 305-million. Generally speaking, if you serve
on a vessel of less than 1,600 gross register tons, you are in
the group of 126,000 mariners that our Association serves.
Our mariners serve on all of our nation’s tugboats, towboats,
small passenger vessels, uninspected passenger vessels and most
oilfield supply vessels. For the most part, but with notable
exceptions, most “lower-level” mariners are not represented by
maritime unions. Although we are not a union, we do not
“compete” with unions for members. We welcome both union
and non-union members to support us in our work.
Our Work
Our Association seeks to represent the views of “lowerlevel” working mariners. Holding a job afloat includes
confronting many dangers not found in workplaces ashore.
Some jobs on the water can be extremely dangerous. While
most shoreside occupations are regulated by OSHA, the Coast
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Guard regulates most aspects of the marine industry under
their “Marine Safety” mission. We are concerned with how
they perform their Marine Safety mission.
“Two” Coast Guards
If anything, the “operational” Coast Guard (i.e., the
seamen who operate Coast Guard vessels) are almost obsessed
with safety. The “regulatory” Coast Guard, on the other
hand, has little personal experience at sea doing jobs that
merchant mariners perform so they can’t comprehend
potential problems. It appears that they succumb to their
conflicts of interest by asking the “suits” in the back offices of
the marine industry who they appoint to various “safety
committees” to coach them on what’s best for “the bottom
line.” They do not encourage equal input from our mariners
who actually perform the work on the water and confront
safety issues first-hand day after day.
The “operational” Coast Guard performs a great service
for the taxpayers of this country and for mariners in distress
and is universally respected and often admired for doing so.
The Coast Guard officers who command ships understand the
risks that their crews face and want to protect them from some
of the risks. On the other hand, Coast Guard officers who
have no operational expertise and spend all of their time with
their noses in the Code of Federal Regulations have no basis
to understand the risks and, therefore, can’t see any risks
unless they hear about them second hand. Often, their
industry “advisors” reiterate that “safety costs money” As a
result, in the period since our Association has been in
operation, the Coast Guard’s Marine Safety mission appears
to has faltered and lost its direction.
Congressional committees oversee the work of the Coast
Guard and have become alarmed at the shortcomings in the
Marine Safety mission. Congress invited the Inspector
General’s office in the Department of Homeland Security to
THE WORK FORCE INVESTMENT ACT AND
THE LOWER- LEVEL MARINER
By Captain Bill West
A few years ago at a MERPAC meeting I attended, a
fellow from the Department of Labor gave a small
presentation on the Work Force Investment Act or WIA. I
had all but forgotten it until this past Fall.
After finally unplugging the Coast Guard’s licensing
system which had basically kept me underemployed and
broke, I started looking for employment again. Things had
changed a bit, and I found myself with a low bank account
and in need of some training for a chance at better
employment.
I remembered that gentleman's presentation and started out
to see how it had matured. The WIA is now in all 50 states
and is connected to the Unemployment offices or "one stops."
Where I live in Virginia the program is implemented by the
Community College system with the staff at the "one stop."

look into “Coast Guard Investigations” – a part of their
Marine Safety mission, and was disappointed in their findings.
Congress held hearings on the Coast Guard’s Administrative
Law system whose relationship with our mariners is supposed
to be “remedial” in nature and found the program in great
disarray. Our Association reported on a number of disturbing
cases involving our mariners.
Our Association informs its supporters by newsletter and with
a series of “Research Reports” dealing with a number of issues.
Over the years, we have pointed out to the Coast Guard as well as
to Congress the issues and how they impact our mariners. We
ask to Coast Guard to make changes in regulations and Congress
to make changes in underlying laws that we believe are
necessary. All this material is posted on out internet website
maintained by our webmaster, Captain J. David Miller.
Our Report #R-350, Revision 4, Jan. 1, 2009, Mariners
Seek Legislative Assistance from Congress on Marine Safety,
Health, and Work-Related Problems, summarized most of the
major problems lower-level mariners must contend with.
Our Association tries to work through several Coast Guard
Federal Advisory Committees and “go through channels.”
Members of our Board of Directors serve on these
committees. However, when the Coast Guard and their
committees did not pay attention to the “lower-level” issues
we presented to them, we brought these issues to attention of
Congress. To date, we supplied approximately 20 of the 150
“Research Reports” listed on our website directly to the
attention of Congressional oversight committees.
We Need Your Support in 2009
We need to enlist the support of licensed, unlicensed, and
retired their families and friends, maritime attorneys and
members of the public to work to solve many of the issues we
have identified.
As you explore this website, please
understand that we need your support to continue our work.
WIA rules vary form one state to the next, but you need
not necessarily be unemployed to qualify. In Virginia it is
possible to get funding and still be employed.
The process consists of applying, being approved, and then
finding what you need at a facility that is approved under the
Workforce Investment Act, their funding limits, and a budget
for the year (which can run dry).
I was able to get ARPA and some other STCW courses
taken care of at "Chesapeake Marine Training Institute". I had
to pay for transportation, lodging and food. They paid for
courses and books.
I had to get the instructors to sign a paper verifying my
attendance and provide a copy of the course completion
certificate.
If mariners need some training, it maybe worth looking into!
[NMA Comment:
Our contact was Mike Trupo,
Construction and Transportation Lead, U.S. Department
of Labor, Employment and Training Administration at
(202) 693-3414. trupo.michael@dol.gov]
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MARINER FEEDBACK
Your Name & Address:__________________________________________________________________________
YEARS OF SERVICE: ______ TYPE OF LICENSE: __________________________________________________________
INSTRUCTIONS: FROM THE FOLLOWING LIST OF “MARINER ISSUES” CHOSE THE TEN ISSUES THAT ARE
MOST IMPORTANT TO YOU PERSONALLY. RANK THEM BY LABELING THE “MOST IMPORTANT” AS “1” AND
THE LEAST IMPORTANT AS “10”. LEAVE THE REMAINING 15 SPACES BLANK.
PLEASE MAIL THIS PAGE OR A COPY BACK TO NMA, 124 NORTH VAN AVE., HOUMA, LA 70363.
MARINER ISSUES

_____Issue #1 – Improve Substandard Merchant Marine Personnel Services
_____Issue #2 – Marine Casualty Investigations and Abuse of the Coast Guard’s Administrative Law System
_____Issue #3 – Untrained Entry-Level and Engineroom Personnel
_____Issue #4 – Promulgate Timely Towing Vessel Inspection Regulations
_____Issue #5 – Vessel Manning Issues Include Widespread Hours-of-Service Abuses
_____Issue #6 – Give Mariners a Voice in Setting and Reviewing Safe Vessel Manning Standards
_____Issue #7 – Unsatisfactory Coast Guard Response to Numerous Petitions for Regulatory Changes
_____Issue #8 – Establish Fair Work-Hour Limits for Unlicensed Merchant Mariners
_____Issue #9 – Establish Uniform Logbook Entries for All Inspected Vessels
_____Issue #10 – Legislate New Requirements for Filing Personal Injury Reports
_____Issue #11 – Establish a Clear Definition of “On Duty Time” for Our Mariners
_____Issue #12 – Act to Provide Safe and Adequate Potable Water
_____Issue #13 – Introduce Legislation to Protect Our Mariners’ Hearing
_____Issue #14 – Introduce Legislation to Protect Mariners’ Health Against Second-Hand Smoke
_____Issue #15 – Act to Protect Our Mariners from Asbestos
_____Issue #16 – Stiffen Penalties for Drug Program Violations
_____Issue #17 – Improve “Whistleblower Protection” for Merchant Mariners
_____Issue #18 – Schedule Hearings and Draft Legislation to Provide Effective Lifesaving Equipment
_____Issue #19 – Introduce Legislation to Provide for Study and Mariner Hypothermia Protection
_____Issue #20 – Require Credentials for All Merchant Mariners
_____Issue #21 – Remove Military Control Over Merchant Mariners and their Appeal Process
_____Issue #22 – Amend the Fair Credit Reporting Act to Reduce Mariner “Blacklisting”
_____Issue #23 – Review Existing Employment Statutes and International Conventions
_____Issue #24 – Lower-Level Mariner Participation on Federal Advisory Committees
_____Issue #25 – Seamans’ Shoreside Access
[This list of “Mariner Issues” is taken from our Report #R-350, Revision 4, titled Mariners Seek Legislative Assistance From
Congress on Marine Safety, Health, and Work-Related Problems. We asked Members of Congress to assist us in resolving all of
these problems. As such, it represents a list of problems that mariners brought to our attention during the past nine years. We
described each issue in detail in the full report (#R-350, Rev.4) that appears on our website www.nationalmariners.org. We
encourage you to read Report #R-350, Rev. 4 in its entirety and then rank the ten most important issues (in your opinion) in order
of importance. Please help us by writing us a letter to us on the one issue that you believe is the most important and tell us
your experiences with this issue.]
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Lafourche Merchant Marine
Training Services, Inc.
Offers you the courses you need!

License upgrades, radar and celestial endorsements
help you stay at the top of your career!
Let Lafourche Merchant Marine meet your training needs. Here’s a
sample of our Courses:
·500/1600 Gross Ton Master or Mate prep class
·100/200 Gross Ton Master/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
·Upgrade 100 Gross Ton Master to 200 Gross Ton Master/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
·Radar Observer/Radar renewal /USCG-STCW approved (testing done
on site)
·Able Bodied Seaman/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
·Celestial Navigation 200/500/1600/STCW Gross Ton/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
·Basic Safety Training/STCW-approved/USCG-approved (testing done
on site)
Ù The following modules are available: Elementary First Aid and
CPR, Personnel Safety and Social Responsibility.
·Visual Communications (Flashing Light)/ STCW-approved/USCGapproved (testing done on site)
·Shipboard Coordinator (Fishing Industry)/USCG-approved (testing done
on site)
·American Red Cross First Aid and CPR/USCG-approved
·Master of Towing Vessels/USCG-approved (testing done on site)
Assistance with U.S. Coast Guard paperwork $75.00 per consultation.
This service is only $30.00 for those enrolled in LMMTS courses.

CALL US AND ENROLL NOW.

LAFOURCHE MERCHANT MARINE TRAINING SERVICES, INC.
4290 Hwy 1
GCMA members get a 10%
Raceland, LA 70394
discount on courses under $500 &
PHONE: (985) 537-1222
20% discount on courses $500+
FAX: (985) 537-1225

NATIONAL MARINERS ASSOCIATION
124 NORTH VAN AVENUE
HOUMA, LA 70363-5895
PHONE: (985) 851-2134
FAX: (985) 879-3911
Email: info@nationalmariners.org
Website: www.nationalmariners.org

ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED
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